Men’s Pants – Measure your best fitting pants

Please note that the pants should be laid flat on a table or smooth surface for proper measurement.
1.

HALF WAIST

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat
surface.

3. Measure from one side of the
waist to the other.

HALF WAIST
2.

HALF HIPS

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat
surface. Take care to pull any
wrinkles and fullness from the
back panels.

3. Measure the distance
between the two hip points
“C” & “D” as shown by image
on the left.

HALF HIPS

3.

FRONT RISE

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat

surface. Take care to pull any
wrinkles and fullness from the
back panel.

3. Measure from the crotch

seam - point “K” as shown in
the left image (the point
where the inseams meet) to
the top of the waistband
(point “L”).

FRONT RISE
4.

BACK RISE

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat
surface. Take care to pull any
wrinkles and fullness from the
back panel.
3. Measure from the crotch
seam- point “K” in the image
on the left (the point where
the inseams meet) to the top
of the waistband (point “M”).

BACK RISE

5. INSEAM

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat
surface.

3. Measure the inseam distance
from Crotch, where the front
and back seams meet, point
“G” to the bottom of the leg,
point “H”, at the length you
wish to wear bearing in mind
whether you wish to cover the
boots or shoes.
INSEAM
6. HALF THIGH

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat
surface.

3. Measure at the crotch seam
line – from point “E” as
shown on the left image to the
outside of the leg, point “F”,
parallel to the waist band.

HALF THIGH

7.

OUTSEAM

OUTSEAM/PANTS
LENGTH

1. Button up the pants.
2. Lay the garment out on a flat
surface with outseams at both
edges. Take care to pull any
wrinkles and fullness from the
back panel.
3. Measure the distance from
the top of the waist band to
the bottom of the hem.

8.

HALF KNEE

1. Button up the pants.

2. Lay the garment out on a flat

surface. Take care to pull any
wrinkles and fullness from the
back panel.

3. The knee is positioned about

13” from the crotch seam
halfway down. Measure the
distance between points “N”
and “O” as shown in the
picture on the left.

KNEE

9.

HALF HEM/LEG
OPENING

1. Lay the garment out on a flat

surface.

2. Measure from one side of the

leg opening to the other side from points “P” to “Q” as
shown in the picture on the
left.

LEG OPENING
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(Ask

Measure your body

a friend for help or have your local tailor measure you based on our guide .)
1. WAIST

Wearing trousers and a shirt put the
measuring tape around your waist at the
height were you would wear your pants and
adjust to your designed snugness with room
for a finger. Make sure the tape is snug and
does not ride over the waistband but you
should be able to put your index finger inside
the tape.

As a guide, this measurement will be about 2
inches above what you take off-the-rack as
they like to flatter, but unfortunately we need
real measurements.
2. HIPS

Wearing trousers, measure around the fullest
part of your hips, placing a finger between
your body and the tape. Make sure the tape is
straight at all times.
Make sure your pockets are empty and the
tape is not restrictive. As a guide, you should
not make the tape too snug. You only just
need to be able to feel the tape when
measuring.

3.

CROTCH

Measure from the top middle of the back pants
waist (see point A) all along the crotch seam
through your legs until the top of front waist
(see point B)
Important: If you have any doubt, compare this
measure with pants that fit you well.

4.

THIGH WIDTH

Wearing trousers, empty your pockets then,
start at the top of your inseam, measure
around your thigh with room for a finger.

5.

PANTS LENGTH

Measure from the top of pants waist all along
the side pant seam until the bottom of your
pants or roughly 1 inch from the ground.

6.

INSEAM

Measure from the lowest part of your crotch
area to the floor.

Make sure the tape is tight along the inside of
your leg, that you are standing straight, and
then measure.
No shoes please!

7.

KNEE

Measure around your knee at its widest point.
You need only measure one knee.

8.

HALF HEM

Measure the width you want for the bottom of
your trousers.
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